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Research has been done through Cornell University with wild parrots suggesting Research has been done through Cornell University with wild parrots suggesting Research has been done through Cornell University with wild parrots suggesting Research has been done through Cornell University with wild parrots suggesting 
that the parent birds effectively ‘name’ each chick while still in the nest.   It stands that the parent birds effectively ‘name’ each chick while still in the nest.   It stands 
to reason that our parrots can also respond to an individual name, once they learn to reason that our parrots can also respond to an individual name, once they learn 
it.  it.  

While many facilities discourage naming animals, we have found that giving each While many facilities discourage naming animals, we have found that giving each 
of the 60+ birds in our aviary a name has helped us immeasurably with flock of the 60+ birds in our aviary a name has helped us immeasurably with flock 
management.   management.   
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Where a lot of zoos have bird staff for lorikeet husbandry, and seasonal staff or Where a lot of zoos have bird staff for lorikeet husbandry, and seasonal staff or 

volunteers for their lorikeet aviary, we are very lucky to have a dedicated full time Lorikeet 

Staff. 

Identifying individuals by name instead of by number helps us daily with Identifying individuals by name instead of by number helps us daily with 

everything from recalling an escapee, scale training, and routine shifting to lengthy everything from recalling an escapee, scale training, and routine shifting to lengthy 

treatment of the entire flock with individual dosages during an outbreak of treatment of the entire flock with individual dosages during an outbreak of 

SarcocystisSarcocystis.  .  

Keepers have found it much easier to remember and identify individuals and their Keepers have found it much easier to remember and identify individuals and their 

associations within the flock, helping us manage breeding and hand rearing on associations within the flock, helping us manage breeding and hand rearing on 

exhibit as well.  exhibit as well.  
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The many sub-species of Trichoglossus can be tricky at first, but once you really see the The many sub-species of Trichoglossus can be tricky at first, but once you really see the 

differences, you can’t un-see them.  There are six sub-species in this photo.  Once birds 

were named, it became easier for us to recognize individuals by sight. 

We know the Blue-head pair in the lower left corner is Simon and Emma. Simon has a 

lighter colored cere, and a darker belly.  The Ornate in the middle is our male, Nate. The 

female, Violet has a more orange beak.
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We take a LOT of photos of our birds, and don’t always remember to label them in a We take a LOT of photos of our birds, and don’t always remember to label them in a 

timely manner. We’ve found many instances where we can go back and look at old 

photos and see progression of physiological changes that would not be possible were we 

not able to identify the birds by sight.
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Birds are all handled on a regular basis as much as each individual will tolerate. Birds are all handled on a regular basis as much as each individual will tolerate. 

Wing checks, nail trims, or replacing a leg band can be a lot less stressful for 

keepers as well as birds. For some of our birds, even vet visits aren’t too scary and 

stressful because they trust us.

A significant portion of our flock was hatched and hand raised by Lorikeet staff. 

They are handled from day one, and given a name as early as we can come up 

with one.  The name is repeated anytime a bird is in contact so they realize it is 

theirs.  Some even learn to repeat it back.
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Many of the chicks see certain keepers as part of their baby chick group and search them Many of the chicks see certain keepers as part of their baby chick group and search them 

out for play.  They also start to form bonds with individual keepers and have favorites.
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The majority of the flock is scale trained. Young birds are introduced to the scale The majority of the flock is scale trained. Young birds are introduced to the scale 

from the time they’re able to perch.  A piece of corn provides incentive.  

The scale is placed on a feeding platform with our homemade perch. Birds are 

called down to our hand and step up on the scale, or will readily come for their 

corn, and wait nearby until it’s their turn. 

Scale training is mostly an off-season activity. It’s a great way to keep lorikeets 

busy when not on exhibit and engaged with guests. We’ve been able to transition 

the scale outside to the exhibit floor and gather random weights during slow 

periods during busy season.
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A spreadsheet was made with each bird’s name alphabetically, and dated check A spreadsheet was made with each bird’s name alphabetically, and dated check 

boxes for 30 days of medication.

It took a few days for some of the birds to eat 100% of their medicated nectar. 

Keepers wrote percentages in the boxes, or check marked the box if 100% was 

taken.

A couple of birds didn’t like the taste and had to have their doses split into 2 

doses. They were diluted with a little more nectar and given a half hour or so 

apart until they learned to eat the whole thing in one sitting.
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Each bird was called down by name to come get their medicated nectar, which Each bird was called down by name to come get their medicated nectar, which 

served to reinforce their association with their own name. Birds other than the 

one called were shooed away, and they very quickly learned it was one individual 

being called.

Our flock is now on a daily dose of lactulose and milk thistle for liver support, so 

we continue this daily medication routine.  If the flock needed medicating again, 

adding in medicine would be fairly easy.

This also gives keepers a great chance to make sure we get our eyes on every bird 

every day. 
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Having birds that we know so well, and that trust us has made breeding on exhibit Having birds that we know so well, and that trust us has made breeding on exhibit 

much easier.  Checking nest boxes, handling and weighing chicks, and even just 

getting too close to pair’s territory is less stressful if you can tell the birds ‘it’s 

okay’ and they believe you.  The birds that were raised here are even more 

trusting when they become parents themselves and almost don’t mind when their 

nest boxes are checked.
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After chicks are pulled for handfeeding, we’re able to bring them out for visits After chicks are pulled for handfeeding, we’re able to bring them out for visits 

with the guests. Parents will fly down to feed and groom their babies, which saves 

keeper time normally taken up with a regular handfeeding session. We mark the 

handfeeding sheets with a ‘PF’ for Parent Fed instead of the amount of formula 

they’d normally be getting for that feed.
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Figuring out family trees and potentially compatible breeders is really easy and quick. Figuring out family trees and potentially compatible breeders is really easy and quick. 

This chart was made to figure out our Green Nape breeders and chicks and their 

potential mates. Instead of taking the time to look up numbers and records, this was 

knocked out in about 2 minutes.
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(Yes, Edgar is a hen…we named her before she was sexed ☺☺☺☺)(Yes, Edgar is a hen…we named her before she was sexed ☺☺☺☺)
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Simon wants to know!!Simon wants to know!!
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With special thanks to the other members of our Lorikeet Team, Laura Furnivall, Megan With special thanks to the other members of our Lorikeet Team, Laura Furnivall, Megan 

Fox and Kristin Clifft for manning the fort while we come to conference! 
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